
A Travel Tome, by Case 

In my travels, I have oft times been inspired to write down a few thoughts of the place where I happen to find 

myself. Sometimes these thoughts take the form of poems, other times, prose, and still yet other times, mere 

rambling. I present them to you here, in what I call a Tome, for your inherent enjoyment. 
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“Ode to Argentina” 
Bariloche, Argentina, May 1996... 

Buenos Aires is expensive, man I spent so much!!  

I saw a tango show and a gaucho's lifestyle and such!  

On a bus ride through the Patagonian Desert,  

There was just about no inhabitants there;  

But a nice stewardess -- Romina -- helped us pass the time,  

And of us, she seemed to care.  

Through volcanic formations; lush, green valleys, and rivers,  

We all got a thrill in seeing them -- I know I got the shivers!  

And then, I saw it -- Bariloche -- that infamous mountain town.  

I sat by the lake and meditated, then I spent time walking around.  

The Andean region of Argentina was so Uintah-esque, it made me cry.  

As I walked through forest glades and across rivers, I hit a natural high!  

All in all, the big cities pretty much suck, and the campo and mountains are so serene!  

Indeed, of all the places I've been, Bariloche was one of my most favorite I've seen!!!  

 

...In a forest glen across the lake from Hallstatt, Austria... 
17 march 2002; 15:00 hours... 

The sun shines through the clouds, and glows amber-esque on the golden, fallen leaves! The mosses that have been 

creeping over rocks and trees for decades (centuries?) take on a luminous glow in the afternoon sun. The birds' 

songs are an auditory delight, and the butterflies flit along with the giant bumble bees from flower-a-bloom to 

flower-a-bloom; from white to pink, to lavender, to yellow. All vibrant and even more glorious than usual with the 

amber-esque afternoon rays of the sun! 

This is “travel” like few (if any) other people ever experience...pictures, words, nothing is able to describe this!! 

It's a thing that has to be experienced to understand or know. And the great thing is, that each person would 

experience it differently--and come away (hopefully) with their own understanding and knowledge! Indeed! 

 

“And You Thought You Were Nice!” 
Bolivian Shore of Lake Titicaca, May 1996...  

The highest car-accessible mountains, navigable lake, and capital city in the world.  

Proud indigenous people who want their flag always unfurled!  
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In the middle of the Altiplano, as bleak and barren as it seems;  

There's life very abundant, albeit without too many streams!  

An over-run economy, which helps tourists but penalizes the locals;  

And amazingly cheerful, wonderous music -- without all the vocals!!!  

Of all the people I've met with, ate with, and was able to mingle,  

None, save Bolivianos, gave my heart such a tingle!  

Indeed, in all the countries and places I've traveled -- and that's quite a host,  

Bolivia and its People should have the most reason to boast!  

“Buena Suerte,” they say, and “Que le vaya bien”!  

For certain, this country is in my top ten!! 

 

“About Brazil” 
Iguazu Falls, Brazil, April 1996...  

In the mornings it's damp, in the evenings it rains;  

Most people are OK, but the big great waves -- DANG!!!  

Polluted and noisy are the beaches and streets,  

All's very spendy -- but there's frango to eat!  

The parks are extraordinary, and the rainforests too,  

The biota abundant, and waters are blue!  

The largest falls in the world, and also the largest river,  

Bastarjes are present, the sight makes you quiver!  

Overall, it's a BIG country, and that's about it.  

Just make sure to explore all, indeed, don't quit. 

 

“Diversity Abounds” 
Arica, Chile, May 1996...  

 

In the western hemisphere, it has the largest coast.  

Many beautiful (and serene) beaches and mountains it can boast.  

From Tierra del Fuego, to the Atacama desert and Arica;  

To fish meal, guano, and unexcavated cemeteries to peek-at!  

Mihijtas are nice, as is the campo you know.  

The geoglyphs and xeriphytic plant life put on quite a show!  

Personable, safe, kind, and silly places there are:  

I like Chile very much, so hardy, har, har!!! 

 

“We're The Same” 
Cairo, Egypt, April 1995...  

 

Traveling and wandering all around this world;  

Many people -- many faces I have seen.  

My love for all things and all people  

Is a love, that to me, can only mean:  

That we are all the same, in essence,  



And any differences we should never perceive.  

For us to judge another without sight of them,  

Is not good, and for that, we should deeply grieve.  

Have you ever seen the sun rise over the Great River Nile?  

Or watched a sunset much more precious than gold?  

Have you seen the proud faces of any people  

Never tiring, never wanting to grow old? 

 

...Along the roadside, south of Macon, France... 
16 February 2000; 20:47 hours... 

Oh to see an old, countryside village! The pride the people take in their homes, in their gardens, in their heritage! 

To see the oft-forgotten monuments to great escapades of the past. With the leaves now-unobservant, much like 

the unweathered traveler, the beauty abounds! The peace. The sereneness. The slight gale beckoning you on an 

adventure. The trees languidly waving you onward. On an adventure. You, the traveler, the observer, the seeker, 

adventuring into a time so oft--and easily--forgotten. 

 

“Content People” 
Itaipu, Paraguay, April 1996...  

 

The blue skies are so beautiful, the smiles are so rare!  

Beauty is abundant and there's friendliness in the air!  

Well-built people and milenesas -- nothing could be finer;  

In all of South America, not one country can out shine'er!!  

The country as a whole, is one of the best that I've seen.  

I know I've been here before -- perhaps in a dream??!  

Indeed! This country's hot, yes man, I like it a lot!  

Even through all the battles they've fought, Paraguay is one of the top!! 

 

“Ode to Peru” 
Peruvian Jungle, near Iquitos, Peru, May 1996...  

 

In Peru I started in Puno, where Basketball playing was intense!  

But at 10,000 feet, what were we doing? Did playing basketball there make any sense?  

The Quechua-speaking Isle of Taquila and the sereneness of Lake Titicaca amazed me.  

The say 512 steps to the top (I counted 510) and OH! the view you could see!!!  

A floating Island that doesn't really float, and eating scirpus plants while in a reed boat.  

We swam in that Lake, so world-famous as it is;  

Everyone thought we were nuts -- but then, so is water with fizz!!  

Cuzco, man oh! Such a nice town.  

No smog to speak of, nope, none to be found!  

The piedra cutting of the Inca, now there's something to boggle forever!  

Was it done with chisels? Thread? Acid? Maybe some other endeavor?  

Of course, Peru wouldn't be Peru, without Machu Picchu to visit;  

And visit it I did, then even took a pee off it!!  



From the capital city of Lima, into the Jungle a ways,  

An Amazon “Camp” was there, for my last four days.  

“Bien Chevere,” as is said by most all.  

Peru is phenomenal, so when you go, have a ball!!!  

 

“Relax in Uruguay” 
Punto del Este, Uruguay, April 1996...  

 

Uraguay's a rather calm, laid back place.  

The People are nice, with proportionate grace.  

The ocean, or rather river, has the color of pooh!  

But beaches are nice, as is the architecture too!  

All banks ask no questions when you deposit a sum,  

If questions are asked, you know they'll keep mum.  

Anyway, I like it a lot -- this Uruguay place;  

Someday I might return, in any case.  

Because the climate's great, and the food's also good.  

I reckon living here would be OK, I guess I could.  
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